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This collection is available at The State Historical Society of Missouri. If you would like more information, please contact us at shsresearch@umsystem.edu

The Architecture collection contains three booklets published in 1928 written about the use of marble in various types of buildings found within the urban landscape. The supplemental materials include an architectural bibliography, photographs of various buildings, and a portrait of an unidentified woman.

Booklets, Documents and Postcards

1. *Marble in Civic Structures*; Cleveland: The National Association of Marble Dealers, 1928
4. Actor’s Home, West Brighton, S. I.
6. Unidentified House.
7. Announcement of Linda Gilda to the Position of Business Manager; Construction Value Specialists, Inc.
8. Architectural Bibliography

Photographs, Drawings and Negatives

1. *Portrait of an Unidentified Woman*
2. Laughlin Fair Oaks; Front Facade; F. Ford, Photographer
3. Laughlin Fair Oaks; Front Facade
4. Laughlin Fair Oaks; Close up of Front Façade
5. Laughlin Fair Oaks? Close up of Gothic Window
6. Unidentified House; Close up of Entrance
7. Unidentified House; Close up of Façade
8. Unidentified House; Close up of Entrance
9. Laughlin Residence in Fair Oaks; Sketching of the Front Facade, 1951-1953
10. Laughlin Residence in Fair Oaks; Sketching of the Interior with an individual near the Gothic Window, 1951-1953
11. Laughlin Residence in Fair Oaks; Sketching of the Interior with an individual in the background, 1951-1953
12. Aubert Theater; Converted into Food Center Store in 1954 (4949 Easton); Photo taken by some Insurance Company in February 1947
13. St. Louis Public Library; George O. Carpenter Branch; Front Façade Hugo Graf Architect
14. St. Louis Public Library; George O. Carpenter Branch; Close up of Entrance; Hugo Graf, Architect; A. E. Piaget, Photographer
15. Grebing Cabin; East Entrance; East Cabin, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
16. Grebing Cabin; Southeast Corner, Upper Floor; June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
17. Grebing Cabin; Southeast Corner, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
18. Grebing Cabin; Dog Trot; Central Hall, 1st Floor; Porch Elevation, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
19. Grebing Cabin; Southeast Corner, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
20. Grebing Cabin; Southeast Corner; Kitchen Addition, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
21. Grebing Cabin; *Frohna*; Stairs to Upper Floor, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
22. Grebing Cabin; *Frohna*; Central Window; 2nd Floor; Western Cabin, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
23. Grebing Cabin; Western Cabin and Central Hall Construction, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
24. Grebing Cabin; Southwest Corner of Porch; Second Floor Note Porch Construction, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
25. Grebing Cabin; Southwest Corner, Upper Porch; Note Railing & Beam Pockets, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
26. Grebing Cabin; East Cabin 2nd Floor, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
27. Grebing Cabin; *Frohna*; Western End of Porch, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
28. Grebing Cabin; Southwest Corner of Porch; Kitchen Addition 1st Floor, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
29. Grebing Cabin; Western Entrance 1st Floor from Porch, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
30. Grebing Cabin; North Wall; Central Main Hall 1st Floor, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
31. Grebing Cabin; Doorway from Western Cabin & Kitchen Addition; Note Mantel, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
32. Grebing Cabin; Mantel in 1st Floor West; Cabin Doorway & Kitchen Addition, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
33. Grebing Cabin; Mantel; East Cabin? June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
34. Grebing Cabin; Central Hallway; South (Pack) Elevation, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
35. Grebing Cabin; Connection between East Cabin and Central Hallway; Two Floors, June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
36. Grebing Cabin; North Wall of West Cabin; June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
37. Grebing Cabin; East Cabin; 1st Floor; June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
38. Grebing Cabin; Hardware; June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
39. Grebing Cabin; Hardware; June 17, 1989; Jesse Francis, Photographer
40. Ste. Genevieve Academy; Built in 1808; Sign Announcing its Restoration, July 17, 1980
41. Ste. Genevieve Academy; Built in 1808; July 17, 1980
42. Ste. Genevieve Academy; Built in 1808; July 17, 1980
43. Ste. Genevieve Academy; Built in 1808; July 17, 1980; Negative
44. Sign Announcing the Restoration of Ste. Genevieve Academy; Built in 1808 July 17, 1980; Negative
45. Ste. Genevieve Academy; Built in 1808; July 17, 1980; Negative